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Introduction
Student excitement and enthusiasm for works of art held in the permanent collection of the Wright Museum of Art continues to foster
creative projects. For the third time in as many years, we are proud to offer a catalogue featuring Beloit College student work. More than
twenty students contributed to the catalogue and exhibition, Looking Back: 45th Anniversary Neese Fund Exhibition. The exhibition and
catalogue evolved from student interest in the permanent collection of modern prints and research on the first Neese Fund Exhibition in
1958.
The concept for this exhibit and catalogue began after Steve Lewis'02 gave a presentation on the Neese Fund Collection. In the spring of
2003, Professor Jo Ortel's History of20th Century Art class composed and edited over twenty essays for an exhibition catalog. Honors
Term student Angie Pizzolato'03 assisted the class and chaired a student committee that selected art work for the exhibition and wrote
thematic essays for the catalogue. Student museum assistants worked through the summer writing condition reports and helping to mat
and frame works olart. tuclents also assisted with the installation of the exhibition, including the layout of art and lighting. It is only
through the combination of commitment and energy of our students and the resources of the Wright Museum that such exceptional
work is possible.
Student involvement at the Wright Museum is a critical component of the teaching mission of Beloit College. Student research on the
permanent collections fosters critical thinking and provides practical experience working with collections and curators. The production
of this exhibition and catalogue continue a long tradition of experiential learning in the Wright Museum. The exhibit and catalogue are
testament to the Wright Museum's commitment to interdisciplinary experiential education as well as community involvement.
We wish to thank Marcus Eckhardt, Registrar at the Wright Museum, who provided continual assistance with the collection and data
base, as well as help with the exhibition installation. Special thanks to Karen Overbey for extensive proofreading and to Bonnie Zahn for
the design and production of this catalogue. The generous support of President John Burris and Dean David Burrows continues to
strengthen our program and assists in meeting our experiential learning goals.
Judy M. Newland
Curator of Art

Gino Severini, 1883-1966 (Italian)
Le Cycliste, c. 1914
Lithograph
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WMA 61.23
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orty-five years ago amvork from
the Neese Fund Collection was first
exhibited at the Wright Museum of
Art. The artists shown were the most
progressive and well known from around
the world. Comprised of painting,
sculpture, drawing, and print media, the
Neese collection was a turning point for
the museum.
Previously, the museum had
collected reproductions of classical
works, portraits o(administrators and
trustees, and a handful of prints. This
style of collecting is understandable
considering academia's definition of art.
It was assumed that art could be gauged
on a timeline of progress, that the
greatness of a civilization could be
measured by its art. Thus, the whole
history of art was viewed along a series

of rising and falling lines. These lines are
easily compared to the rise and fall of
"great" civilizations.
However, within the larger world,
the modern era had begun to question
the conventional idea of what was
"great". Modernism was gaining capital
in popular thought and the Wright
Museum of Art was not immune. Beliefs
about what should be held for posterity
were changing and museum's collection
practices needed to shift as well.
However, in order to increase the
museum's collection to include modern
works of art, money was needed. The
primary source was Laura Aldrich Neese,
daughter of wealthy Beloit industrialist
Alanzo Aldrich. Mrs. Neese attended
Beloit College for two years before
marrying Elbert H. Neese, president of

Beloit Iron Works, and leaving the
college in 1914.1
Mrs. Neese was not only a patron of
the arts but a working artist as well. Her
watercolors were exhibited at the Findlay
Galleries in Chicago and sale proceeds
went to the Wright Museum of Art,
providing resources for purchasing
modern and contemporary works of art.2
The first artwork purchased with the
Neese fund was Poet's Tomb by Arnold
Blanch and the final piece was a
lithograph by Helen Frankenthaler
bought in 1965. These pieces, among the
rest of the Neese collection, form a loose
survey of modern art reaching from Goya
to Frankenthaler; this collection is the
backbone of the Wright Museum of Art.
-Stephanie Haney'OS

Modernism

Modernism is a problematic term. It loosely encompasses each
successive art movement from the end of the 19th century
into the 1940s and later. Modernism is hard to define and
harder still to place in a timeline, but it is this vagueness that
ultimately does explain the era.
The birth of the 20th century was welcomed with ever
increasing industrialization, the rise of capitalism, and rapid
technological developments; each challenged the dynamics of
society in new and unsettling ways. Naturally, art in this
turbulent period followed suit.
Although artistic visions during the early 20th century
varied, there are common threads that connect many of this
period's artists into a cohesive group. The use of new
techniques and materials, expressing the imagined world of
feelings, dreams, and emotions, and the movement away from
clear representations towards abstraction were all elements of
modernism. The surrealists, cubists, and expressionists, to
name a few, used different means to these ends, yet, all were
alike in their rejection of traditional art methods and notions
about art's meaning and purpose.
Today, modernism is interpreted as a cultural experiment,
its intention to break away from art considered traditional.
However, now modernism is a tradition too. Pablo Picasso and
Paul Gauguin are household names; their art is widely
reproduced on posters, calendars and even tee shirts. This
massive marketing raises questions about modernism as well as
contemporary society. Do we consider modernism a bankrupt
notion? Artists of the early twentieth century took themselves
seriously; is silk-screening Guemica on an expensive bag today
sharing Picasso's original emotion when he painted the war
scene in the 1930s? Still, there is insight to gain from this
disenchantment. If the context of modernist art, and the theory
behind it, is no longer valuable within the social sphere, perhaps
we come closer to understanding where we do place value.
-Melissa Banigan '05
1 "Mrs. E.H. Neese, 77, Dies,'' Beloit Daily News, 25 January 1967.
2 Ibid.
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Raoul Duty, 1877-1953 (French)
Street Scene
Etching
WMA 53.3
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Auguste Renoir, 1841-1919 (French)
Portrait of Paul Cezanne, c.1880
Lithograph
WMA 55.14

Fernand Leger, 1881-1955 (French}
Flower
Lithograph
WMA 53.11
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Authentic Expression
Rapid industrialization at the cusp
between the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries led people to believe they were
treated no better than machines. This
motivated artists to think of new ways to
envision human progress: theirs became
a progress of the self.
A front of avant-garde artists
believed they had access to a "purity"
which the technologically inclined did
not have. For some� such as Paul
Gauguin, this purity became a search for
hypothetical roots and for a connection
to an unattainable utopian past. Artists
glamorized a false notion of what was

"primitive," due in part to the Universal
Exhibition in Paris (1889) that show
cased cultures outside the Western
world. These cultures were pronounced
"pure" because their lives were seen as
being void of modern world chaos. These
misunderstood, "simple" people were not
only seen as pure, but carried mysteri
ous connotations of being dangerous,
grotesque, and "less than" people within
the western "civilized" society.
Simplifying forms, producing child
like images, and exaggerating certain
features were thought to be reminiscent
of "primitive" peoples and their untaint-

Adolph Gottlieb, 1903-1974 (American)

Apparition, c.1944

Etching and aquatint on paper
WMA 10.801

Adolph Gottlieb's print, Apparition, is
characteristic of the artist's series of works
he called his "pictographs". The composi
tion is divided roughly into a grid contain
ing vague and "primitive"-type drawings.
There are combinations of soft and round
figures quickly juxtaposed with jagged
edges and pointed images. Crude and fre
quently submerged in heavy black strokes,
his forms and shapes are ciphers seeming
ly laden with meaning, while the space
behind is no more than a backdrop. In
this work, as in others by him, the artist
draws attention to the medium, to the
flatness of the surface, to the relationship
between image, space and shape, and to
the qualities of light and dark.
But the artist had even larger ambi
tions for his art. An active member of the Abstract
Expressionist movement, Gottlieb wanted to evoke the univer
sal in his art, which he found most attainable through refer
ences to non-western cultures. His pictographs were heavily
influenced by his fascination with Pre-Columbian, African,
Egyptian, and Native American cultures. In the early 1940s,
with the world at war, Gottlieb perceived western societies as
barbaric. As a means of addressing this brutality, he delved
into the culture of non-western civilizations, believing the
truth of human nature was within these societies. He did not
wish to return to a pre-industrial world. Rather, Gottlieb
turned to the art of non-western cultures as a means of grasp
ing the essence of humanity, and he created a personal visual
language inspired by these sources. For example, the human
form in the center of Apparition resembles an Egyptian
pharaoh; some images resemble hieroglyphics, while others
recall African and Native American imagery.

ed lifestyle. By tapping into this primi
tive world artists would gain insight into
their own, and then express that under
standing in their art; so, at least, went
the myth. It is not surprising that the
cultures emulated were the same ones
being heavily colonized and eradicated
by European nations. Though not neces
sarily with best intentions, the search for
authentic expression did have an enor
mous impact on the shaping and devel
opment of modernism.
-Melissa Banigan'05

Apparition also reveals
Gottlieb's admiration of psychoana
lysts Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung,
and the surrealists as well. The artist
strove to make his art a reflection of
his subconscious. Using the grid as
his matrix, Gottlieb employed
Freud's technique of free association
in drawing the motifs in each indi
vidual compartment. He may also
have been influenced by Jung's theo
ries about the collective uncon
scious; for example, many images
found in the compartments portray
a single eye that stares ominously at
the viewer. An archetypal image, it
became a critical element in his uni
versalizing pictorial language.
Gottlieb found the motif very
powerful and compelling. The eye
appears with regularity in his pic
tographs, suggesting that he might
have been striving for a new kind of
interaction with the viewer. The eye might function as a way
of engaging the viewer-the work of art quite literally looks
back-and draws her into an otherwise abstract and some
what inaccessible work.
Gottlieb personally appreciated the mystery and the
expressiveness of his pictograph series. He claimed he did not
know what they meant, but that they had captured his imagi
nation. This perhaps explains why he made so many. Speaking
of them many years later, he stated that "the images appear at
random, then they establish themselves in a new system. That
was why all those years I was able to use very similar images,
but by having different juxtapositions, there will always be a
different significance to them." 1

-

-
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-Stephanie Gage'05
1 Claude Marks, World Artists, 1.950-1.980: an H. W. Wilson biographical dic
tionary, s.v. "Adolph Gottlieb" (New York: The H.W. Wilson Company,
1984).
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Jean Dubuffet, 1901-1985 (French)
Fougere au Chapeau
(Figure with the Hat), 1953
Color lithograph on paper
WMA55.9

"Art doesn't go to sleep in the bed made for it; it would
sooner run away than say its own name: what it likes is
to be incognito. Its best moments are when it forgets
what its own name is ..."1
-Jean Dubuffet
For forty years, Jean Dubuffet followed his own, origi
nal path in the art-world. The premise for much of his
work was purity. In his art and statements, he advocated
an art free of external influence, an art that went straight
from the hand directly to the canvas. Dubuffet believed the
only way to achieve pure art was to look at the art done by
children. Most children begin drawing with no teaching,
no influences; they just draw. This, for Dubuffet, was an
authentic form of expression. This was artistic expression
at its purest. As paradoxical as it may sound, Dubuffet
sought to emulate or approximate this "pure" expression
in his own art-to the extent it was possible.
Fougere au Chapeau is a perfect example of how the
artist's convictions about pure art were manifested in his
own creative practice. At the time this print was made,
Dubuffet was engaged in intensive investigation of his the
ories about "pure" art. At first glance, we might assume a
child made the piece. The structure of the composition is
very chaotic and haphazard. Lines are scribbled, crooked,
go from thick to thin, and vice versa. There appears to be
no preconceived or predetermined plan for the composi
tion; forms were drawn spontaneously, and left unrevised.
As with a drawing by a seven-year-old, the viewer can only
guess at the subject or the impetus for the image. This
goes for many of Dubuffet's other works as well. The
majority of his work made from 1931 until his death in 1985 has
a childlike appearance that is very convincing.
Art, for Dubuffet, didn't have set rules, and he pushed the
limits to show this. For him, art was only a name given to a
more visceral, elemental process. As his statement quoted at the
outset of this entry suggests, the artist had little patience for
self-conscious, pretentious and highly theoretical art. Dubuffet
insisted upon the primacy of authentic expression over technical
facility and refinement.
If we want to approach Dubuffet's art in the spirit in which
he made it, we shouldn't try to overanalyze it. Instead, we might
take it for what it is: pure and unmediated visual expression.
-Tim Avery'OS
I would like to thank Angie Pizzolato and Melissa Banigan for their helpful
comments on this essay.
1 Quote and all other information gathered from http://www.dubu{{etfonda
tion.com, 2003.
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Leonard Baskin, 1922-2000
(American)
Mouming Woman, ca.1960
Woodcut on paper
WMA62.15

Leonard Baskin's featured work is
a large woodcut in black ink on
paper, made in the early 1960's,
and entitled Mourning Woman.
The framing of the print suggests a
full view of its subject, as the two
forms in the composition-a face
of an old woman above and inter
twined fingers below-span the
length of this narrow, elongated
image. Through the black narrow
midsection is a series of unprinted
striations that function to move
one's eye from the face of the sub
ject, down to her hands located
just inches from the bottom edge
of the print. Baskin obviously
knew the power of this black space
in woodcuts, stating, "Only in the
woodcut can vast areas of black be
rich and [splendid]. No matter how
wide the span, the black remains
pure and terrible.'' 1
In 1970 the artist noted the
expertise involved in his woodcuts:
"I have deeply been engaged with
the most technically demanding of
all graphic media... namely, wood
engraving."2 A sense of emotion
results from expressive distortion
and a set of stylistic choices Baskin
made. Both the tilt of the head and
position of features on the oblong
face are distorted. The similar size
of head and entangled hands gives
equal weight to these elements, as
the striations in the ink create a
link or a bridge between the
images in the print, forcing the
eye toward the face and hands.
Although we do not know for
whom or what the woman
mourns, critics have noted a per
sistent theme of death in Baskin's
works. The print itself conveys the
sad tone of a woman in mourning,
a mood heightened by the large
expanse of black space, the lips
sealed sullen look and sunken
eyes, and the carefully interwoven
fingers show more age than her
face. Mourning Woman is an

example of the artist using a soli
tary human figure, "to express 'all
of man's existence,' and reveal 'the
inner workings and meanings of
society."'3 By depicting an anony
mous elderly woman, immersed in
emotional pain and grief, Baskin
creates an image that resonates
universally and speaks of the
human condition.
A noticeable effort is made to
detail age and depict depth in the
print. The woman's eyes are dark
and her eye sockets darker still,
with lines that draw the viewer
into her visage. Her age is evi
denced by the definition in the
wrinkled skin over the cheekbones,
around the mouth, and again
around the chin. Light shadow
defines her lower lip and chin area,
giving depth to her face as a
whole. Her hands are placed right
over left, each finger overlapping
another. The viewer can see all of
her fingers and every detail on
each of those fingers; every wrin
kle is depicted, every joint is
noticed. Her hands, like her face,
show age through lines that depict
veins and other anomalies of the
skin. Entirely immovable, those
hands seem bound as tightly as her
lips are sealed.
Leonard Baskin continually
produced works with vitality-hav
ing been infused with the energy
that went into creating them;
many continue to exude his ener
gy. For Baskin, the artist's touch is
more than marking an element of
style; it is a part that he leaves of
himself.

-"'
1111

-Jesse Kaplan'04
1 Leonard Baskin, as quoted in Plains Art
Museum exhibition catalog, (Moorhead,
MN: Affiliated State Arts Agencies of the
Upper Midwest, August 1983). Found in
the Wright Museum of Art's catalog file.
2 Leonard Baskin, Baskin: Sculpture,
Drawings and Prints (New York: G.
Braziller, 1970).
J Claude Marks, World Artists, 1950-1.980:
an H. W Wilson biographical dictionary,
s.v. "Leonard Baskin" (New York: The
H.W. Wilson Company, 1984), 52.
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Rufino Tamay o, 1899-1991 (Mexican)
Bird Lady, 1951
Lithograph on paper
WMA56.ll

According to art critic A.S. Casciero, it was by "being so deeply
Mexican that Tamayo became universal." 1 What did Casciero
mean? Is it possible for an artist to be simultaneously nationalistic
and universal? In Tamayo's mind, it was and the lithograph Bird
Lady, with its generic figures and ethnically charged palette,
wholly illustrates this observation. As the artist once stated, "we
have to be international, but we must keep the stamp of the coun
try where we come from. That's all."2 On another occasion, he
elaborated on his paradoxical project. Acknowledging his roots lay
in "the great pre-Hispanic art," he remarked, "If I wanted to give
my art the feeling of what Mexico is, I had to forget all that I was
taught in the Art School and start learning drawing all over again.
I forced my hand to do so."3 By this accord, his art reflects a
unique-and controversial-perspective, hailed by some, criti
cized by others. Yet, despite his attempts to strike a universal
chord, Tamayo's own ethnicity often interfered with the ways in
which his art was viewed.
The unique subject matter in Bird Lady is inescapable.
Centered within the image are two figures walking through a
rolling meadow. Tamayo did not make these figures overtly
"Mexican" or ethnic. They are generic in every way and moreover,
their gender can only be deduced from the title and their clothing.
Yet, despite his aversion to creating nationalistic works of art,
Tamayo was influenced by the indigenous cultures of pre-Mexico.
His reductive presentation seems particularly reminiscent of Pre
Columbian sculpture. Writing of this similarity, the noted Mexican
writer Octavio Paz stated, "(t]he most immediate and surprising
qualities of pre-Columbian sculpture are the geometric strictness
of its conception, the solidarity of its masses and its admirable
fidelity to the material... Tamayo's attitude is guided by the same
reasoning: Mesoamerican sculpture, like modern painting, is
before all else a logic of forms, lines and masses."4 For Paz at least,
it was in the artist's reduction of forms to their most basic that we
see the stamp of Tamayo's ethnicity.5 The figures in Bird Lady rep
resent the unique way in which the artist amalgamated the two
opposing notions of universality and nationality.
The entire pictorial space of Bird Lady vibrates with Tamayo's
palette, which consists of magenta, yellow, orange and varying
degrees of saturated black. The color scheme he used is reminis
cent of the traditional Mexican palette of blue, yellow ochre, white,
and pink,6 but not markedly so. Thus, once again, Tamayo hinted
at his Mexican cultural heritage even as he modified it, and made
it more universal.
The artist's quest for the universal in art was not accidental.
He believed art had to be universal; to incorporate any nationalis
tic elements was both constricting and chauvinistic.7 But this
stance was not always appreciated by those around him. Of
Tamayo, fellow Mexican artist and revolutionary David Alfaro
Siqueiros wrote, he "is a good painter, perhaps even a magnificent
painter, but he has deserted from the Mexican art movement.
Tamayo has gone over to the Paris trend but nevertheless he
deludes himself that his work is really Mexican and belongs to an
international movement." 8
The prominent American Henry McBride voiced analogous
concerns. According to art historian Ann Gibson, McBride, writing
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in Art News in 1950, "worried that Tamayo might lose his ability
to 'recapture the ancient way of looking at things' if he lived in
New York."9 Tamayo was categorized because of his ethnicity. For
many, he merely did what came "naturally" and was not granted
the same skills or professionalism as other artists working in the
same vein.
Artistically, Tamayo simultaneously operated within the con
tradictory notions of cultural affiliation and universality. The lith
ograph Bird Lady illustrates the artist's success at conjoining the
two.
-Angie Pizzolato'03
I would like to thank Melissa Banigan, Brooke Doyle, and Embry Clark for
their indispensable editorial commentary.
1 A.S. Casciero, "The Poet of Mexican Realism," Americas, Vol. 42, Issue 4.
(1990): 44.
2 Katherine Chacon, "Rufino Tamayo: Sofia Imber Museum of Contemporary
Art of Caracas," Art Nexus (Aug./Oct. 2000): 142.
3 Holliday T. Day, Art ofthe Fantastic: Latin America, 1920-1.987
(Indianapolis, IN: Indianapolis Museum of Art, 1987), 41.
4 Octavio Paz, "An Art of Transfigurations," in 'Rufino Tamayo: Myth and
Magic,' exhibition catalogue. (New York: Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum,
1979), 21.
5 But, strictly speaking, is pre-Columbian art Mexican art, if the nation did
not exist at that time? What, indeed, did it mean to be "Mexican"-for both
Tamayo and his European and American critics?
6 Emily Genauer, Rufino Tamayo (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1974). 32.
7 Casciero, 45.
8 David Alfaro Siqueiros, Art and Revolution, trans. Sylvia Calles (London:
Lawrence and Wishart, 1975), 203.
9 Quoted in Anne Eden Gibson, Abstract Expressionism: Other Politics (New
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1997), 60.

Ansei Uchima. b. 1921 (American)
Katsu!, 1960
Woodcut
WMA 60.11

Georges Rouault, 1871-1958 (French)
Christ on Cross
Aquatint & Etching
WMA 53.1
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·Jean Francois Millet, 1814-1875 (French)
Woman Pouring Water
Etching
WMA 55.4
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John Nicholson Colt, 1925-1999 (American)
Vernal Group, 1955
Oil on Canvas
WMA 56.4

William Gropper, 1897-1977 (American)
Johnny Appleseed
Lithograph
WMA47.18

Franklin Boggs, b. 1914
(American)
Flying Red Harrows, 1948
Oil on Masonite
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WMA48.1

The Avant-Garde
Originating from the French military
term, "vanguard," or "front guard"
which refers to soldiers who were sent
ahead of their troops, the term "avant
garde" has a long history of moving
beyond standard expectations. There is a
long line of modernist movements that
have challenged and rejected traditional
criteria in the arts, starting with the
Post-Impressionists and continuing
l
today.
Aesthetics of the avant-garde work
to defame artistic conventions and insti
tutions, introduce new techniques and
tools and, above all, challenge the defini
tion of art. Moreover, through these aes
thetic criteria one must utilize social

and political views that are contrary to
popular culture, question the distinc
tions made between high and low cul
ture, and embody a critical analysis of
artistic institutions such as academies,
galleries and museums.1
Avant-garde artists thrive on rejec
tion from the establishments they dis
dain; however, it is within these struc
tures that they function as 'privileged
outsiders'. Avant-garde artists are self
proclaimed individualists, yet they are
dependent on the very system that they
reject; dependence especially on those
who are privileged enough to appreciate
what crosses the boundaries between
high and low art.2

Odilon Redon, 1840-1916 (French)
Tete d'enfant, de face, avec au-dessus un arc-en-ciel
(Child's Face with Rainbow Above), 1898-1900
Lithograph on rice paper
WMA58.2

For a print no bigger than the size of one's hand, Redon's
Tete d'enfant, de face, avec au-dessus un arc-en-ciel is full of
surprises. At first glance the print is simple, small, and light
with an abstracted design and mysterious mood that is hard
to grasp. A palpable tension exists between the incongruous
objects placed together. The unusual and almost awkward
combination of elements presents a confusing visual scene.
We are shown the face of a child; above her hangs an indus
trial panel, a solid sheet of steel like the kind used to con
struct an airplane, train, or ship. Imprinted on this panel is a
strange set of elegant swirls and wild flourishes. These intri
cate designs take up very little space, yet the energy found in
them makes the picture breathe. They are completely out of
place next to the calm, solemn look of the child and the
industrial arch that hangs above her head. The detail of the
print is striking; no mark is placed without intent and the
entire composition holds the air of a meticulous creator.
In Redon's Tete d'enfant, de face, avec au-dessus un arc
en-ciel the child's eyes are a dominant feature. Redon used
the eye in many of his works-so much so that they might be
"seen" as the thread that ties his work together. Redon wrote
"Grace is the revealer of infinite virtuosities and possibilities
of life which carry the charm and spirit through the eyes."1
He also quite commonly referred to the eye as holding mem
ory and emotion. For him, the eye was a window to the soul.
Redon was proclaimed as a seer of dark and fantastical
things. He had always been acutely aware of the inner world
he possessed. Later in life, he would write of the "imaginary
things" that had been pervasive in his dreams. Starting in the
year 1870, he began to produce work from his "dark side." He
called these works "The Noirs". He had gained a reputation
for showing the grotesque through disturbing drawings remi
niscent of nightmares and images that pandered to the
insane. 2 By the end of the 19 th century Paris was in a state of

Over the last century innovation
itself has become a major factor in
whether or not an artwork is successful.
Western audiences and critics often look
to artists, from all disciplines, to deviate
from the established "norm", to create
something new, something that chal
lenges the viewer. But, if innovation is
expected from the artist, does it risk
becoming a tradition itself?
-Brooke Doyle'03
1 Diana Crane, The Transformation of the Avant
Garde: The New York Art World 1940-1985
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987)
2 Hilton Kramer, The Age of the Avant-Garde:
An Art Chronicle of 1956-1972 (New York:
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1973).

social unrest leading
towards a return to black
magic, nihilism, anarchism
and the emergence of
Symbolist art.
The motto for the
Symbolist movement was
the now cliched "Art for
Art's Sake." One of the
driving forces behind the
movement was towards
purity of expression: the
Symbolists were deeply
rooted within the imagi
nary and fantastical realm.
They were idealistic, anx
ious to describe the world
as it could be, and sickened
by what it had become. Many of their works included images
of death and strong religious themes that seemed to take
place in the fantastical world of the artists' mind.
The Symbolists rejected the industrialization of the world
that was so widely embraced by other modem artists. Instead,
they turned to the exotic, and wished to cultivate an exquisite
aesthetic sensitivity while working to purge literature and art
of anything that smacked of the utilitarian. Mysterious, vision
ary, dreamlike and fantastical images pervade Symbolist works,
including Redon's curious image, Tete d'enfant, de face, avec
au-dessus un arc-en-ciel.
-Eva Louise Labson '05
I woukl like Lo thank Melissa Banigan and Erin Biggerstafffor (heir 11eln
with the writing of this essa�•.1 would alsor like to thank Jack Street for
his help wit.h French translation� a□d Ma. e.Lis Eckbardl for hi, time spent
w
c.larifying information regarding Tele d'enftmt, de lace. < ee au-dessus
un arc-en-ciel.
1 Odilon Redon, To /\(IJSeff: Notes on Life, Art and Artists, trans. Mira
Jacob and Jeann� l.,. Wa��erman (New York: George Braziller, 1986), 83.
2 Pauline Green, ed., Paris in the Late 191" Century (Canberra: National
Gallery of Australia, 1996), 117.
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Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, 1864-1901 (French)
La Revue Blanche (The White Journal), 1895
Color Lithograph
WMA56.5

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec's color lithographic poster, La Revue
Blanche was printed in 1895 to advertise an avant-garde Parisian
literary journal of the same name. Unlike his best-known images
of smoke-filled cabarets and dance halls of the nineteenth centu
ry, Toulouse-Lautrec's large poster print was not made just to be
a scene of entertainment or popular life. This elegant print was
made to publicize to Parisian intellectuals the Revue Blanche,
which its founders and editors touted as a very fashionable and
progressive publication.The publication not only illustrated and
reported the current arts and happenings of Paris; its contribu
tors and artists were part of the news. The personalities and atti
tudes of the artists connected with the Revue Blanche captured
the mood of Paris at the time. 1
Toulouse-Lautrec held a unique place in fin-de-siecle
Parisian art and society. The rich and mischievous subjects of his
paintings, illustrations and lithographs were representative of
the life he led. Although an aristocrat by birth, he abandoned his
ancestral way of life for a bohemian existence.2 As a misfit, which
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made him even more conspicuous in the Parisian social scene,
he depicted the trendy, modern sites of Paris. He frequented the
Moulin Rouge and other cabarets, theatres, circuses, bars and
brothels in the Montmartre district, and became a fixture of the
glittery Parisian entertainment world by the very late 1880's.
Scenes and celebrities from these environments populate his
glamorous yet unorthodox images.
As an avant-garde artist with a flamboyant reputation in the
city of Paris, Toulouse-Lautrec embodied the very spirit of the
journal he advertised in our poster. Just as the journal exhibited
works by all the principal, advanced authors of the time and was
devoted to keep its readers up to date on the current events, per
formances, politics, art exhibitions and sporting activities,
Toulouse-Lautrec took up these same modern ways of behaving
and thinking in his own life and art.3
The posh principles of the era became united in the print,
which represents not only the fashion and spirit of the Revue
Blanche, but also the exciting, new thinking of Parisian intellec
tuals. The poster image consists of a fashionably dressed ice
skater complete with a fur cape, muff, and a flashy hat with tow
ering feathers and veil. A new energy for sports and leisure activ
ities became most popular in the late 1800's. In 1895 (the year
our print was made), skating was emerging as a new fashionable
sport full of elegance, poise and grace.4 The woman in Toulouse
Lautrec's print was not only depicted in upperclass apparel; her
likeness and actions encompass all that was fashionable at the
time. Thus, her image embodied the image the journal, La
Revue Blanche, wanted to exude.
The woman pictured in Toulouse-Lautrec's poster is Misia
Natanson, wife to the journal's editor, Thadee Natanson. The
artists and writers of the Revue Blanche accepted this contempo
rary woman "with her impulsive and spendthrift ways, her gen
uine gift for the piano, her startling chatter and her craving for
the company of clever distinguished men."5 Misia's niece,
Annette Vaillant, once wrote of her aunt, "she personifies La
Revue Blanche ... this elegant, self confident creature, daringly
yet meticulously dressed."6 She was often thought of as the muse
for the writers of the journal because she symbolized the gay and
stylish Parisian life at the turn of the century.Misia epitomized
the Revue, and for many, represented Parisian fashion in the late
1890's.
Thus, in the model the artist used, in the elaborate, fashion
able costume in which he presented her, and in the very elegant,
vibrant style of his composition, Toulouse- Lautrec captured the
mood of both La Revue Blanche and the elite, intellectual and
flashy world of fin-de-siecle Paris in his striking poster.
-Morgan Dixon '06
1 Lawrence Hanson and Elizabeth Hanson, The Tragic Life of Toulouse
Lautrec (New York: Random House, 1956), 176.
2 Douglas Cooper, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec (New York: Harry N. Abrams
Inc, 1982), 10-11.
3 Sandra Ticen, Artists of the Revue Blanche: Memorial Art Gallery
University ofRochester (Rochester, NY: Canfield and Tack Inc, 1984), 27-28.
4 Hanson, 184-6.
s Ticen, 10.
6 Ibid., 10.
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Max Beckmann, 1884-1950 (German)

Self-Portrait, 1932

Lithograph on paper
WMA 10.388

Although not explicitly responsible for creating German
Expressionism, Beckmann dealt with many of the preoccupa
tions of the movement, often returning to his own image in
an effort to find the truth behind what he was seeking in his
art. For Beckmann, the self-portrait was not a product of van
ity, but rather a vehicle for self-exploration. This print, a lith
ograph from 1932, clearly encapsulates this searching self
scrutiny, a hallmark of the Avant-Garde.
The lines in tl"\is piece are sharp and harsh, and make
use of the crayon-like quality of lithography. Although prima
rily a painter, Beckmann took up print media following World
War I, most likely because of its cost efficiency. He also
desired the harsh simplicity that was attainable through this
medium, and he exploited its possibilities in this print.
Simple and spare, with minimal detail, he was able to suggest
both his salient physical features and the psychological space
he-or perhaps all modern artists-metaphorically inhabit.
Based on the positioning of the mirrors in the room, the
viewer infers that Beckmann is actually drawing himself
within the self-portrait. The fact that much of the actual
piece is done in a contour drawing fashion supports this the
ory-his depiction of himself within the work also seems to
be sketched in a similar style. Significantly, Beckmann gives
the space a low ceiling that appears to press in on his over
sized figure. This unrealistic representation of proportion and
space creates a cramped, claustrophobic environment within
the work that might stand as a metaphor for Beckmann's
own psychological state, or indeed, for the generally per
ceived predicament of the modern artist. At this time, mod
ernists, including Beckmann, were trying to break with con
ventions they found constraining. In literature and in art,
this meant rejecting standard rules of representation.
Beckmann was always considered an emotional artist,
although WWI changed his approach to art. His pre-war
paintings are typically categorized into what could be consid
ered "impressionistic realism," while his wartime prints and
drawings were executed with a more rough and stylized ges
ture. His post-war work, while still representational, tended
towards greater abstraction. He distorted and exaggerated
objects to draw attention to the post-war situation of a socie
ty in crisis and turmoil.
Beckmann considered himself an Expressionist. Yet he
had reservations about the general abstractions his fellow
Expressionists used in their art. For him, expressive or styl
ized distortion was useful insofar as it enabled the artist to
present his understanding of the human condition. Indeed,
he used it as a means with which to critique society-but he
hoped his art would remain readable enough that viewers
could empathize with his subjects.
After the war, Beckmann's work became more satirical.
He began portraying himself as an entertainer, because that
is how he perceived artists were regarded by society.
Although in some of his works he shows himself as a
tightrope walker or an acrobat, in this print, he portrays him-

self as a kind of caged performer confined in a hall of mir
rors. He depicts himself surrounded by the tools of his
trade-his easel, pen, and several mirrors-in an otherwise
spare setting. The depiction seems to suggest the lowered, or
marginalized status, of the artist in society. By exaggerating
the size of his head in the print, the artist accentuates his
artistic ability and details his struggle to maintain a strong,
dignified position in society.
Beckmann once said, "I sometimes think that I have no
feelings at all, that I am only acting the part of an artist, and
that my contempt for everything else, for all that seems petty
and stupid to me, is just something I need as a prompt so
that I can play the part." In this self-portrait, a similarly bru
tally honest, self-searching attitude is evident. As in this
quote, our print seems to convey both the vulnerability and
the arrogance of an artist who felt alienated from society.1

I
.,._,

-Shoshana Ellis'05
Special thanks to Erin Biggerstaff for all her help with drawing together
so many details in such a concise way.
1 All information gathered from Max Beckmann's Self-Portrait in Words:
Collected Writings and Statements, 1903-1.950, ed. Barbara C.Buenger
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999) and from Peter H. Selz's
Max Beckmann (New York: Abbeville Press, 1996).
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Marc Chagall, 1887-1985 (Russian)

Ander Staffelei (At the Easel), c. 1923

Etching and drypoint on paper
WMA47.13

In a 1922 self-portrait entitled Ander Staffelei, Marc Chagall
depicts a painter, inverted and disjointed in front of an easel,
staring out at the viewer. The work, which was included in a
memoir of his life entitled Mein Leben, 1 shows a strong Cubist
influence in its disjointed space and simplified geometric shapes.
Though Ander Staffelei shows a painter in his studio, it is also a
metaphor for the artist's early life, which was filled with strife
and displacement. The figure's inverted face and upturned body
are symptomatic of an unhappy artist-the two symbols reveal
Chagall's own emotions.
Throughout Chagall's work, the inverted head stands either
as an expression of his anguish, or as a metaphor for the anguish
of the figures in his paintings. While Ander Staffelei appears
whimsical and fantastic, the faint, ambivalent smile lends a
melancholy quality to the piece. The painter's smile imposes an
artificial sense of happiness on the scene; Chagall seems to de
emphasize and simplify the emotion in the face, covering half of
it with the painter's locks and leaving an ambiguous expression
thereupon. The folly of the artist's predicament is apparent from
his pose, and Raimond Cogniat explains in his analysis of
Chagall's etchings, that "one senses compassion for [Chagall's]
characters and understand[s] their absurdities and excesses. He
is moved by their ineptness as though he felt involved in their
human drama-at once actor and spectator."2
Chagall also expresses the commotion of his early life in the
upturned figures. As a child, Chagall's experienced a great deal
of turmoil, dating to the moment of his birth, when there was a
fire in Vitebsk, Russia (his childhood home), continuing through
World War II. The symbolism of the upside-down painter relates
to many events in his life. As a child he was exposed to anti
Semitism and pogroms as well as bullying by students. At an
early age, Chagall began a journey that would lead him across
Europe, and this upheaval is depicted in Ander Staffelei. In the
etching, Chagall portrays the artist's inability to stay in one
place: the semi-circles around the figure's feet indicate that he is
rotating in the air, making it difficult to paint. The facial expres
sion on the figure represents the ambivalence that Chagall felt
while traveling from city to city in Europe in the early 1920s. He
was at once delighted to find challenging intellects and artists,
and constantly dissatisfied with his surroundings.
Chagall had strong, visceral reactions to commotion in his
life, and Ander Staffelei exemplifies the self-expression in his
works. To Chagall, the most truthful way to express the disorder
of his life was to draw a figure that represented his own folly.
Chagall's portrait is more than a whimsical caricature of him
self-it is a truthful expression of his emotions and his lifestyle.
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Mein Leben is a reflection of Chagall's life, and Ander
Staffelei is a projection of Chagall's various, changing tempera

ments. The nomadic Chagall had just left Vitebsk, disillusioned
with the Russians, and desirous of inspiration from the art world
in Berlin and Paris. The inverted head and upturned body sym
bolize the chaos, and are surrogates for Chagall's emotions.
While Chagall's work is rife with symbolism, it is not coded
meaning-the icons are not subterfuges for hidden emotions,
but rather the way Chagall felt he could best represent and inter
pret his moods and feelings.
-Joe Planer'OS
I would like to thank Angie Pizzolato for her helpful comments on this
paper.
1 Susan Compton, Marc Chagall: My Life-My Dream; Berlin and Paris, 19221940 (Geneva: Prestel, 1990), 219.
2 Raimond Cogniat, Chagall (Norwalk, CT: The Easton Press, 1977), 63.
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Pablo Picasso, 1881-1973 (Spanish)
L'Homme au Piano (Man at the Piano), 1914
Pen and ink on paper
WMA 10.386

Pablo Picasso used science to push the limits of art to a new
idea of truth. The artist was ready for the art world to move
forward into another dimension, freed from constraints. A
particularly representative example of Picasso's Cubist
experiments, L'Homme au Piano breaks with traditional
style and engages in the Modernist reinvention of art and
the search for new ways of depicting reality.
With pen and ink on paper, Picasso creates a seeming
ly simple drawing to depict a complex scene. Instead of
constructing the man, piano bench, and piano separately,
the artist deconstructs the forms and objects and makes
them interact as one. Instead of seeing this scene in fine
detail as objects existing in their own, recognizable space,
Picasso has reconceived the world as a series of intersect
ing planes. Indeed, the viewer looks with difficulty for the
subject referenced in the title: the man at a piano. This
sharing of space exemplifies Picasso's progressive, innova
tive approach to making art. The use of line is especially
important in this piece. Anywhere you begin, around or in
the image, your eye is immediately swept up, then down,
across and back again. From the bottom center there is a
vertical line that runs all of the way up the image, almost
touching the top of the drawing. This line is a major focal
point, helping give unity to the composition and bringing
the figures together. Several lines run at angles, meeting
back at the central focal point.
Picasso's balance of space and weight immediately calls
attention to the upper and lower portions of the work. The
lower half is full of what appear to be legs: the legs of the
piano, bench, and man work together in the same space as
the legs of an individual being. Horizontal and heavier lines
combine with darker shading to form a sense of weight in
this lower portion, giving the composition stability and sup
port. This is counterbalanced by a concentration of shadows
dancing at the top of the page.
The perspective formed from Picasso's complex network
of lines, together with his representation of the scene as a
series of intersecting and sliding planes, introduces an inter
esting dimension into L'Homme au Piano-the fourth
dimension of movement in time. In 1914, when this drawing
was made, Picasso was not interested in presenting only the
third dimension on his two dimensional surface; he wanted to
provide a spatial and cerebral view of a scene.1 Picasso used
the fourth dimension to present a picture of the world as he
thought it, not as he saw it. To do this, he captured every side
of the figures as if they were moving through the space and
interacting with the objects on a physical and mental level.
L'Homme au Piano captures the essence of movement and
time by molding the elements of line and shape and space
into one; they interact before our eyes.
Adding this fourth component was a new and different
way of rendering the world. This progressive step allowed
the artist and the viewer to understand that neither one was
confined to the purely visual world. Art was no longer
bound by the necessity of strict form, function, or even the
identifiable. This new, experimental rendering of life repre
sents the essence of progress and innovation, and stands as
a hallmark of Modernism.
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However, Picasso's success in creating the fourth
dimension may be questionable at times. In this drawing,
for example, it is hard to make out any of the forms or
objects supposedly depicted in the scene; there is littl.e rec
ognizable imagery for the viewer to grasp onto. This
approach to the elusive fourth dimension proved a great
challenge. Picasso's experimentation presented a completely
new and innovative representation of the world. Just as the
rest of the world was embracing science, technology, and
expansion through progress and innovation, modernist
artists also widely accepted the use of progress and innova
tion in their art making. Picasso's originality in his perspec
tive of the world defines what the modern era was all
about-he boldlysought out the new and unexpected.

I
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-Lucas Skeen'03
Thank you to Erin Biggerstaff and Angie Pizzolato for assistance in
research and editing.
1 Guillaume Apollinaire, The Cubist Painters: Aesthetic Meditations,
trans. Lionel Abel (New York: Wittenborn, 1944), 229-34.
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Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, 1864-1901 (French)
May Belfort aux Cheveux, 1895
Lithograph
WMA 55.5

Raoul Dufy, 1877-1953 (French)
Mother and Child
Etching
WMA 55.15

Pierre Bonnard, 1867-1947 (French)
Standing Nude
Lithograph
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WMA 47.3
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Universalism

Universalism embodied the search for
authentic expression and rejected the
rationalism that characterized the
Enlightenment and the Industrial
Revolution. There was a movement
toward primitivism and abstraction,
intended to reach a universal audience
on a more spiritual level.
This new expression found a promi
nent advocate in painter Wassily
Kandinsky. He and others sought to reject
those who were satisfied simply to recre
ate the human experience through paint
ings of landscapes, still life and portraits.
Kandinsky and his group deemed works of
this type materialistic art. Though repre
sentational art could be commended on
technical merit, it lacked consciousness
and only served to promote greed and

competition.1
The need was felt for works that
would stir a sense of spirituality within a
wide audience, something more pure
and essential than what was provided by
representational art.
Vivid color, form, and abstraction
were used to communicate to the viewer
a meaning beyond the representational
level. Kandinsky, for example, assigned
symbolic meanings to certain colors.
Spontaneous expression was another
method practiced in Universalism to
communicate a specific feeling or emo
tion.2
Abstract expressionists were not the
only artists to take part in Universalism.
Cubists worked in multi-dimensional rep
resentation to extract the bare essence of

David Alfaro Siqueiros, 1896-1974 (Mexican)
Self-Portrait, acquired in 1955
Lithograph on paper
WMA 55.12

From David Alfaro Siqueiros's hand and intellect, a reflective
and perplexing work was created. Self-Portrait examines the
inverse ideas of concealment and exposure. In this print, the
artist is shown in close proximity to the viewer with an
expression of detached contemplation, thus creating a rela
tionship with the viewer that is both intimate and distant.
Siqueiros's play with perception shows how close examina
tion of a person's physical appearance does not necessarily
lead to a profound understanding of the scrutinized individ
ual.
Siqueiros's visage engulfs the space, framed by a black
mass of shadows to his left. Although the mass is unrecogniz
able, it does suggest the man inhabits a physical space.
Features of the face fade into one another; subtle, blurred
lines give the face a smooth blunted quality. Attributes are
created with simplified, curved lines that effectively enlarge
the subject's features. The face is massive, exaggerated. The
man, more accurately the artist, is exposed. Ready for exami
nation by the viewer, there is nowhere for him to go. At the
same time, there is nowhere for the viewer to go: she is
trapped by his closeness.
Immediately a relationship between the subject and the
viewer is stimulated by Siqueiros's imposing nearness to the
viewer. Siqueiros uses the viewer's space as an extension of his
own. There is no choice but to inspect the man. As if putting
himself under a microscope, he wants to be examined. The
viewer feels the need to interact with the man, just as she
would if another person was sharing her space. Having drawn
her attention, the artist begins playing with her perception.
Siqueiros's gaze is distant; his dark, opaque eyes look past
the viewer to somewhere undeterminable. The subject has
ceased communication with the viewer. While he put himself
in grand proportion so the viewer would take notice, he gives

the �orm or object they wished to convey.
_
_
Mm1mahsts and conceptualists also portrayed ideas through simplicity and
reduction to enable them to resonate in
any culture and at any moment in time.
Regardless of the method used by the
artist, the search for commonality calls
upon intuition again and again. It is this
sense of intuition that is supposed to
bring universality to these works.
-Brooke Doyle'03
Many thanks to Angie Pizzolato, Melissa
Banigan, and Judy Newland for their insight.
1 Kandinsky, Wassily, Concerning the Spiritual
in Modem Culture and the Arts, (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1967).
2 Butler, Christopher, Avant-garde and Kitsch in
Modem Culture and the Arts, (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1967).

the viewer nothing
else. There are no
clues to his loca
tion, emotion, or
association to the
viewer. After the
initial imposition,
the portrait breaks
off a relationship
with the viewer.
Frustration sets in;
she is not as con
nected to Siqueiros
as she first
thought.
She begins to
ask questions of
the print and of
the artist. Why is
Siqueiros turned
in such an unnatural way? Why are his features so large?
They would not look thus in reality, would they?
Furthermore, where is he? The space behind him is so unde
fined it is impossible to know whether it is inhabitable or
not. With closer study she recognizes what she took for
details in the face are actually generalizations of those fea
tures. The generic curve of the nose, chin, and eyes are in
fact undistinguishable. She realizes she has been fooled.
Siqueiros tempted her. He took the space of the print
and made it his own; he positioned himself to be noticed, to
invade the viewer's gaze, but just as quickly fell from sight.
Siqueiros did not portray his own features or unique imper
fections. He created the appearance of any man, any nose,
and any mouth. Unlike what the title suggests, Siqueiros's
Self-Portrait could be of anyone.
-Stephanie Haney'OS
I would like to thank Angie Pizzolato for her immense help on this essay.
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Ben Shahn, 1898-1969 (American, born in Lithuania)
Two Men, c. 1951
Ink on paper

WMA52.3

Two Men by well-known American artist Ben Shahn is a straight
forward and large-scale drawing. Executed in ink on paper,
Shahn used simple black strokes of similar width to outline two
men positioned frontally, standing side by side. There is no shad
ing and no suggestion of depth.
The man on the left side looks older and is dressed formally
in a suit, hat and shoes, while the man on the right appears
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younger and is dressed informally in shorts and a tee-shirt, with
bare feet and a bald head. It is easy for the viewer who has seen
other works of Ben Shahn to recognize his work here. It holds
the same sense of the familiar and quotidian of so many of his
other paintings, prints and drawings; it is also executed in his
characteristic angular drawing style.
This piece was originally part of a traveling exhibition
organized by the Wright Museum of Art in 1954. The exhibit fea
tured 75 drawings submitted by forty well-known American
painters, sculptors, cartoonists, architects and graphic designers.
In November 1954, Shahn gave a lecture at Beloit College on
"Social Commentary in Art." At the time, the artist was depicting
New York City scenes, and dealing with such weighty subject
matter as "man facing the eternity of the universe or the unre
lenting force of justice at work and man seeking to serve or to
annihilate his fellow man." 1 A basic goal of Shahn's was to take
everyday occurrences and make them extraordinary.2 What is
important to point out here is that Shahn is not merely a visual
artist. He was deeply involved in politics, writing and teaching.
He believed fiercely in equality for all people and fought against
racism well before the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s. In
his lecture at Beloit, Shahn referred to himself as an advocate of
humanism in art; he liked to see the individual dignified by his
culture rather than degraded by it. He also expressed some con
cern about the current trend in art toward pure abstraction. In
an article in the college newspaper detailing his visit, Shahn was
quoted stating that the nonobjective or abstract artist may have
"painted himself into a corner with spots and drips.. .! don't
know where he can go from there."3 Shahn was less concerned
with puzzling the viewer with a cryptic display of his thoughts
and more interested in making art that could affect social
change.
Two Men can be considered within a theme to which Shahn
frequently returned: universalism. Universalist art evokes a com
mon emotion or conveys a message to people from all walks of
life. Although every viewer who sees our print may interpret it
differently, there is universality in its clear-cut presentation. A
sense of nostalgia is conveyed as well, radiating from the body
language and dress of the men as well as from their significant
facial expressions. The men address the viewer with their level
gazes, just as subjects in photographs often confront the camera.
Shahn uses the everyday and the commonplace-the way people
inherently are in their daily interactions-to suggest our com
mon humanity. He felt that our true nature surfaced all the time
and he was anxious to convey the essentials of the human condi
tion in an equally straightforward and direct fashion.
-Beth Morris'OS
I would like to thank Melissa Banigan for her support and wonderful editori
al suggestions on this paper.
1 K.P., "Ben Shahn (1898-1969), artist of the exalted and the common," The
Connoisseur, (August 1970).
2 Frances K. Pohl, Ben Shahn (Petaluma, CA: Pomegranate, 1993).
3 "Explains 'Isms' in Art as Signs of Changing Eras", Beloit Daily News, 17
November 1954. )"ound in the Wright Museum of Art's catalog file.
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Pablo Piccaso, 1881-1973 (Spanish)
Peitre entre deux Modeles, (Painter between two Models),
1927
Etching
WMA47.12

Modern artists believed that art could serve as a vehicle for
the forward progress of society. Picasso is one artist who,
through his imagination and expressive power, sought to cre
ate an art with universal significance, an art that was time
less. In Peintre entre deux Modeles he captured the essence
of his subject by simplifying the figures and employing a
spare, reductive style.
In this print, Picasso presents an interior scene domi
nated by a figure-presumably one of the two models refer
enced in the title-reclining on a chaise lounge. A second
model in the background and a standing male figure sur
round her. None of the figures are given recognizable fea
tures; drawn with simple contour lines, each is nondescript.
In fact, the print does not depict a particular studio, or a
particular scene unfolding in an artist's atelier. Though schol
ars have suggested that the central model may be Marie
Therese Walter, a woman the artist met and took as his mis
tress in the same year this print was made, 1 Picasso offers no
overt clues in his print identifying her as Walter. If she served
as inspiration for this print, the artist transformed her.
Peintre entre deux Modeles seems to be not so much a

depiction of a real time and place as a visual meditation on
the nature of art, and the act of making art. Close study of
the image reveals some playful reversals and perceptual
games; Picasso is playing with the viewer. The space of the
studio seems to collapse; the spatial relationship between the
figures and the objects in the studio seems to balance upon a
mere line. Just as the artist is caught in the act of drawing,
the viewer is suddenly caught realizing the readability of the
scene is dependent on the artist.
Picasso once said, "We all know that Art is not truth. Art
is a lie that makes us realize the truth, at least the truth that
is given to us to understand."2 These words seem particularly
apt when viewing Peintre entre deux Modeles. The print
nudges us to acknowledge that the drawn figures are not
really figures; they are merely a representation, a replication
on a two-dimensional surface. The real and the represented
are two discrete entities and should be acknowledged as
such.

-Erik Stiller'04
I would like to thank Sarah Martin and Angie Pizzolato for their com
ments on this essay.
1 Information gathered from the Metropolitan Museum of Art's online col
lection under "Modern Art: Pablo Picasso", www.metmuseum.org/collec
tions, 2003.
" Pablo Picasso, quoted in John Malyon and Artcyclopedia, Pablo Picasso,
(Artcyclopedia: 1999-2003),
,vw1v.artcyclopedia.com/artists/picasso_pablo.html, 2003.
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Anton Grauel, 1897-1971 (German)
Figure Study, c.1946
Conte Crayon
WMA 10.837

Ronald L. Kowalke, b.1936 (American)
Embrace, 1960
Oil on Canvas
WMA 61.12

Harold Altman, b. 1924 (American)
Angel, 1961
Intaglio
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WMA 61.14

Henry Moore, 1898-1986 (British)
Reclining Nude, 1946
Bronze
WMA 10.387
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Wassily Kandinsky, 1866-1944
(German)
Kleine We/ten I ( Small World 1), 1922
Lithograph
WMA47.11

Hal Lotterman, b. 1920 (American)
Awakening, 1961
Lacquer on Cardboard
WMA 62.17
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War and Revolution

Artist Max Beckmann descrlbed the time
encompassing both World Wars, the
.Russian and Mexican Revolutions, and
Mussolini's triumph in Italy as a' shame
less age." The art produced in this tur
bulent era foreshadows, rebels against,
as well as commemorates the momen
tous social and political upheaval of the
time.
The majority of artists represented
here are European. Paris and Munich
were not only the two important art cen
ters of the time but they were also the
primary location of political and cultural
rebellion. However, regardless of their
nationality, artists whose work deals

with war and revolution can be divided
into three main groups.
The first group comes from coun
tries drifting towards war. Much of the
art in this grouping is apocalyptic in
nature. When artists were confronted
with the realities of war and of military
service, feelings of the end of the world
materialized in their art.
The second group was immersed in
war. Once conflicts began, as predicted,
suffering, and carnage became reality.
Many European artists served in WWI;
some were killed in action, others were
seriously affected physically or mentally.
Their art reflects their physical and psy-

George Grosz, 1893-1959 (German)
Schwimme wer Schwimmenkann, und
wer zu plump isl, geh' unter
(Swim if you can and if you are too clum
sy, sink), 1922
Lithograph on paper

WMASS.3

"I wanted to protest against this world
of mutual destruction ... I saw hero
ism, but it seemed to be blind ... What
I saw more was misery, stupidity,
hunger, cowardice and horror." 1

-George Grosz

Grosz's early life was marked by loss and
frequent upheaval. He was born in Berlin in
1893, but he grew up in the countryside of
Germany. When he was eight his father died
and his family was forced to move back into
the city where he began to study art. During
these early Berlin years, Grosz used his art
to attack the smug complacency of the bourgeois during the
reign of the Second Reich. He anticipated far in advance the dis
illusionment and shock of World War I as well as the change in
both art and society due to the chaos of the war.
With the start of World War I, Grosz enlisted in the military
in November 1914, but was released due to medical conditions.
He was subsequently called back to active duty in January of
1917. But soon thereafter, Grosz was diagnosed with shell shock,
declared mentally unfit for combat, and released from war duty
once again.2 Grosz's experiences leading up to and during the
war, and in its aftermath led him to believe that society was full
of insanity. This caused Grosz to join a group of Dada artists, and
create his own anti-war propaganda.
George Grosz is best known for his drawings created during
the time of the Weimar Republic. The print, Schwimme wer
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chological experiences of war in a most
frank, wrenching and vivid way.
The final group can be identified as
those artists producing work after WWII
and who were dealing with post-war con
ditions. European cities, Berlin in partic
ular, became vortexes of turmoil, central
points for political, social and cultural
upheaval. Misery, starvation, riots, and
assassinations were commonplace and
the artists were at a loss on how to
respond to the political realities they
faced. The resulting artwork became
more conservative than the aggressive,
extroverted works in the early years.

-Angie Pizzolato'02

Schwimmenkann, und wer zu
plump isl, geh' unter, shows a
man sitting at a table in a very
small and cluttered room. Many of
the objects in this room are
roughly sketched and slightly dis
torted. The only object that seems
to have focus and detail is the
man at the table. The man is pre
sumed sick because his head is
resting on the table, he is emaci
ated, and he has a bottle of tonic
in front of him. The overall crude
ness and sketch-like style enhance
the feelings of loneliness and
despair that pervade the subject
and his surroundings.
This is typical in the works of
George Grosz. He was an artist for
the common people and a cham
pion of the downtrodden; his art
involved the individual and his
fight to survive in everyday life. In
his art, Grosz was critical of both the society that started war,
the Second Reich of Kaiser Wilhelm, and the society that tolerat
ed the impoverishment of veterans after the war. From his own
wartime experiences he understood and empathized with the
plight of the veteran and was angry at society's treatment and
ingratitude towards its soldiers.
George Grosz saw a society that created war. He saw a war
that created heroes. He saw heroes broken and abused, left wish
ing they could forget their hunger, cowardice and misery.
-Joel Procell'04
1 George Grosz, George Grosz: an autobiography, trans. Nora Hodges
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998).
2 Uwe M. Schneede, George Grosz: Life and Work, (New York: Universe,
1979), 54.

George Grosz, 1893-1959 (German)
!ch Habe das Meine Getan. .. (I did my part. .. ), 1922
Lithograph on paper
WMA 10.385

During the 1920's, German born artist George Grosz might
have been at the height of his revolutionary powers. He was
surrounded by a close group of friends, all with similar views
on war and politics. The sentiments of Grosz and his friends
were very strong and ran towards a version of liberalism that
in pre-war Germany was dangerous enough to lead soldiers
to try and arrest Grosz. In fact, he was forced to go into hid
ing, sleeping at a different place every night and using false
identity papers. Part of the portfolio Die Riiuber (The
Robbers) from the years following World War I, !ch Habe das
Meine Getan... (I did my part...), exemplifies the spirit and
attitude behind Grosz's more politically and socially charged
work from this period.
Grosz's views on war arid politics did not simply emerge
from an idealistic sense of social injustice; his view of war
and its aftermath was based on his own experiences. In 1914
he enlisted as a volunteer in the Second Kaiser Franz
Grenadier Guards 1st Company in Berlin. He served for a
period of seven months until he was released on medical
grounds in 1915. Grosz then returned to Berlin where he

worked in his studio at a frenzied pace until 1917, when he
was recalled. However, only a day after his recall, Grosz was
placed in a mental hospital in the midst of a nervous break
down. He was soon officially dismissed from service on the
grounds that he was mentally unfit for duty.
While he is often represented in art historical literature
as a communist, in reality Grosz cannot be tied to or defined
by one movement, political affiliation or type of idealistic
philosophy. He tended towards a highly individualistic
approach to the world and his views on art were no different.
He saw art itself as unnecessary to society: it was the mes
sage behind the art that he found important. As Grosz once
said, "The world does not need art, men can get along with
out it." 1 Grosz viewed the artist as someone who labored
under a kind of compulsion to express his/her worldview.
According to him, this need to express was only useful when
articulated as a type of revolutionary propaganda. This per
sonal philosophy explains the overarching theme of com
mentary on social injustice in his work.
Grosz spent a large part of his time in streets of Berlin
sketching "the urban scene, the cafe, the street, and the
brothel."2 In Jch Habe das Meine Getan. .. , as with many of
Grosz's drawings of street scenes, there is very little detailed
background, the focus being on the people portrayed. He
shows us three people caught at a street corner: an amputee,
a wealthy-looking man, and a well-dressed woman. The
amputee slumps against a building wall in the foreground,
blocking the path of the man and woman, both seem to be
oblivious to his presence. The amputee is grimy and sparsely
dressed, stubble clings to his chin, and deep wrinkles line his
face. A crutch leans against the wall behind him, and a cane
rests next to him on the ground. Looking straight ahead,
clutching several parcels, the man nearly walks into the
amputee. Grosz has used the man's wardrobe-a double
breasted, fur lined coat, neatly pressed trousers, gloves and
Homburg-to sharply contrast the shabby wardrobe of the
amputee. The woman, behind the man, glancing back over
her shoulder, is dressed in similar style. Clasping a purse in
one gloved hand, she peers over a lush stole or fur collar. She
is fashionably dressed, with a wide belt and swooping hat.
Much like the wealthy man, she exudes a sense of self-con
tentment.
The characters in Grosz's street scenes differ very little
from one another in terms of type. One might have a longer
nose, or smaller moustache, but their essential personas and
his commentary on wealth versus poverty remain constant.
This allows for the power of Grosz's commentary on social
injustice to shine through his art, creating an environment
in which his social commentary is highlighted, rather than
his technique. Ultimately, Grosz believed that it is necessary
for an artist to use the simplest technique in order to ensure
that the message behind the art is the focus. This overriding
philosophy is especially clear in Jch Habe das Meine Getan...

-

-Meaghan Fukunaga'03
I am indebted to Angie Pizzolato for her help in editing this essay.
1 M. Kay Flavell, George Grosz: A Biography (London: Yale University
Press, 1988).
2 Beth Irwin Lewis, George Grosz: Art and Politics in the Weimar
Republic (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1971).
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Ernst Barlach, 1870-1938 (German)
Child's Death, 1913
Woodcut on paper (no image)
WMA 47.19

Ernst Barlach was a product of his time; his work was
largely influenced by war and revolution. His life in Germany,
his travels to Russia and his interest in spirituality and mysti
cism became key in his art. Child's Death exemplifies the
accumulation of these elements and experiences. The overall
feeling of the work is one of silent grief and resignation: a
woman stoops to put stones on the body of a dead child while
other figures stand covering their faces with their hands.
Clearly, Barlach wi.s deeply affected by the events of his time.
Barlach is generally thought of as a German
Expressionist, though as an independent artist, he was not
directly associated with either of the two main artist-organ
ized groups of German Expressionism of the time, Die
Brticke and Der Blaue Reiter. He was an expressionist who
worked in a wide range of mediums; his works include sculp
ture, writing and graphic art. It was in 1906, on a trip to
Russia, that his work gained new focus and direction. 1 The
work he started that year was heavily influenced by the social
and economic disparity he saw in Russia, between the
extremely religious lower class and the morally bankrupt
upper class. He stated that he saw in these people "Christian
humility toward all things."2 In woodcarvings and bronze
sculptures the artist made at the time, he introduced an ele
ment of spirituality that would define his style for the rest of
his career.

As an artist Barlach was greatly affected by the events
unfolding in the world around him. In Germany, at the time
that Child's Death was made, there was general anxiety about
the inevitability of world war, industrialization and capital
ism. There are several ways in which the print compositional
ly evokes these sentiments. First is Barlach's use of color. The
black ink and white paper is devoid of any connotations of
life; the lack of color gives the work a sense of starkness and
death. The use of similarly organic shapes both in the figures
and the landscape give the impression that the people and the
land are one; they seem made of the same matter. Both the
land and the people seem isolated and broken; the people are
ragged and resigned to their fates while the land is barren
and rocky. Neither the land nor the people are rich, fertile,
healthy images; they do not conjure up images of prosperity
or productivity.
Along with that of many other expressionist painters, the
Nazis deemed Barlach's work "degenerate". He was stripped
of all official public posts, all public collections of his work
were confiscated, and as many as 400 works by Barlach alone
were destroyed.

-Sarah Martin'OS
I would like to thank Angie Pizzolato and Erik Stiller for their helpful com
ments on this essay.
1 Biographical information from http://www.wolman-prints.com/pages/artist
biog/all/b/493.html, 2003.
2 Quote and additional information from
http://www.kirjasto.sci.fi/barlach.htm, 2003.

Boris Margo, 1902-1995 (Russian)
Night of the Atom, 1946
Etching
WMA 47.20
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Arnold Blanch, 1896-1968 (American)
Poet's Tomb, 1945
Oil on Masonite
WMA 47.4

)

Clayton Charles, b.1913
(American)
Two Figures, 1949
Wood
WMA 57.13a-b

Kathe Kollwitz, 1867-1945 (German)
The Sacrifice, 1922
Woodcut
WMA 57.13a-b
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Progress and Innovation
In 1913, the French poet Charles
Peguy proclaimed, " ... the world has
changed less since Jesus Christ than it
has in the last thirty years."
An inventory of the conveniences
of life at the turn of the century fully
supports his statement. In the home
running water was in use, as well as
electric power, central heating, eleva
tors, the radio, and the telephone. In
the streets, there were horseless car
riages, trams, buses, and electric
streetlights, beneath were subway sys
tems. Communication also reached
unsurpassed speeds through the use of
telegraphs, cheap newspapers and
magazines, and airplanes.
In effect, science and technology
became the new religion of the mod-

ern era. Logic and reason would not
only explain the inexplicable but
would also facilitate an improvement
in society and moreover, improve our
selves. Thus, progress was married to
the notion of man's perfection.
However, once this new technology
began to be used towards nihilistic
ends, such as "improved" warfare tac
tics like the atomic and nuclear
bombs, the overtly optimistic belief in
progress was shattered for some. Yet,
despite possible horrific ends, the con
cept of progress continues to alter and
shape the Modern world to the present
day.
In art, industry and technology
became significant subjects for artists.
Artists in this vein reflected the awe-

some beauty of the machine, utilizing
forms, colors and rhythms that corre
sponded to technology. Artists also
adopted artistic processes that were
analogous to technology itself.
Artists approached the idea of
progress in very different ways; clearly,
the art manifested ranges dramatically
in technique and vision. In Italy, tech
nology and progress became an artistic
and cultural movement popularly
known as Futurism. In the Soviet
Union, which already had the persona
of being a boldly progressive country,
constructivist artists embodied the
purpose of the object and the potential
of the material.
-Angie Pizzolato'02
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Pablo Picasso, 1881-1973 (Spanish)
The Painter and His Model, 1930
Lithograph
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WMA 47.10

Lyonel Feininger, 1871-1956 (American)

Zirchow III, 1913

Charcoal on paper

. ,:

WMA47.15

I '

When Lyonel Feininger said, "Not for noth
ing did I become a painter, the ultimate
means of expressing myself' 1 he expressed
the sentiments of many modern artists.
Lyonel Feininger's life-long search for a
style that best expressed his artistic aims
places him squarely in the Modernist tradi
tion's search for authentic artistic echoed.
Although Feininger was born in 1871,
in New York, to German immigrants, he
moved to Germany when he was sixteen to
study art and remained there for most of his
life. In his twenties and thirties he became a
successful and popular cartoonist. It was not
until 1907, at the age of 36, that Feininger
first began to paint for the art world as well.
During the nineteen-teens, after his discov
ery of Cubism, the artist's work began to
make important formal departures from his
earlier paintings, which were largely figural.
Due to this expansion and experimentation,
during this decade he was hailed as a leader
in the modern art movement of Germany.
The first recognition Feininger received for his work as a
modern artist came from the Der Blaue Reiter group, which
included such luminaries as Franz Marc and Wassily
Kandinsky. In the summer of 1913, Marc invited Feiniger to
exhibit in their groundbreaking First German Autumn Salon.
This inclusion greatly encouraged Feininger's aspirations
toward serious painting.
It was on the last day of his visit to the exhibition in
Berlin that he made the charcoal drawing, Zirchow III. One of
many pieces Feininger did of the same church in the German
town of Zirchow, this work is an excellent example of the
issues Feininger grappled during the Teens: how to take what
he saw and represent it as if it had been "transformed in the
mind and crystallized" [original emphasis]. 2 Though often
classified as a German Expressionist, Feininger's style is actu
ally a personal twist on Cubism. During this period, which
the drawing dates, the artist's work demonstrates his attempt
to reduce the form of buildings into linear planes. He then
breaks up those planes and re-arranges the pieces in such a
way that they are skewed slightly, or overlap. The result is a
drawing in which it is almost impossible to trace which roofs
belong to certain walls, and furthermore which buildings are
in front and which are behind. Instead, the entire scene dis
solves into a pattern of line and plane, anchored by the deli
cate and intelligible church tower in the upper right quarter.
Thus, in Zirchow III, as in his other work, Feininger marries
old-world subject matter with intensely modern experimenta
tion.
The artist continued his connection to the German
avant-garde in the following decades when he accepted a

teaching position at the Bauhaus, an art school that
employed some of the most famous contemporary artists.
There, Feininger ran the graphics workshop with a hands-off
approach, emphasizing the individual exploration that led
him to his own distinctive embodiment of Cubism.
In 1937 Feininger's art was included in another exhibi
tion of avant-garde art that formed a turning point in his
career. In that year, Nazi authorities removed many of his
paintings from museums and included several in the notori
ous "Degenerate Art" exhibition. This blow to the spirit of
innovation in German art, combined with the facts of his
American citizenship and his marriage to a Jewish woman,
forced him to leave Germany for good. The artist fled to New
York that same year and lived in the U.S., until his death in
1956.
Feininger experimented with several modern styles of
painting, including the period of exploration of the nature of
planes and line from which this drawing dates-Feininger,
like many other modern artists, constantly searched for the
mode of expression that best fit his artistic goals. His modern
approach won him both respect from some of his most distin
guished contemporaries and persecution from Hitler, the dic
tator of his chosen homeland, until he found asylum in
America. Lyonel Feininger's life is not unlike that of many
other twentieth century artists, whose restless pursuit of
innovation led to a transformation in modern visual art.

Ci

-Theresa L. Rothschad/'04
I would like to thank Erin Biggerstaff for her editorial assistance.
1 Ulrich Luckhardt, Lyonel Feininger, (New York, NY: te Neues, 1989), 35.
2 Ibid., 29.
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Clark Fitz-Gerald, b. 1917 (American)
Mother and Child, 1951
Cement
WMA 57.14

Clark Fitz-Gerald had a varied career before coming to Beloit
College in 1952; Fitz-Gerald had served in WWII and worked in
advertising design. However, neither had sat well with him. In
Germany he was severely injured by a sniper, consequently
"heightening his appreciation of life's fragility" 1 and as an ad
designer he soon realized he " ... didn't want to use [his] talents
to make money for Budweiser and Coca-Cola"2
However, Fitz-Gerald has never gotten tired of making non
commercial art. Today, at his studio in Castine, Maine, he contin
ues to make sculptures in all shapes and sizes, from large city
monuments to tiny figurines.3 For Fitzgerald, every sculpture is
the product of a larger idea, "I take a trip and it flips a switch, I
make sculptures of these things. Everything is a symbol for me."4

Clark Fitz-Gerald, b. 1917 (American)
Mother and Child, 1951
Cement

WMA 57.14
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Mother and Child is a compelling example of how Fitz
Gerald creates art from these symbols. Though the sculpture is
simplified in detail, there is a clear message of the relationship
between the two figures. The larger figure wraps the smaller,
making her body into a nest, a cradle. The small stone piece eas
ily fits in a person's hands, reminiscent of how the mother
enfolds the baby on her stomach. Everything about this piece is
intimate: the size, the implied relationship of the figures, even in
the smoothness of the surface; the sculpture is meant to be
touched, to be connected with.
-Stephanie Haney'OS
1 Adam Day, "Sea Cods for MMA: Fitz-Gerald Creates Ceremonial Mace for
Maritime Academy Graduation", Ellsworth (Maine) American, 27 April 2000.
2 Wiggins, "To Be an Artist, Do It! Just Do It!" Spotlight 22-28 April 1993,
quoted in Brooke Doyle's object study paper on WMA 57.14.
J Day, "Sea Cods".
4 Ibid.

Encounter is a relatively small work compared to others in
Shaffer's oeuvre. Still, the space it does inhabit begs attention.
Light and airy, the wing-like forms rest on thin legs, recalling
images of ballet dancers rehearsing point. Though made of weld
ed steel Encounter appears woven; small squares of steel bend at
angles, creating both shadows and flecks of light across the sur
face. Encounter is just one example of how Shaffer melds the
organic and man-made together. The natural world and its influ
ence is deeply imbedded in Shaffer's work. He feels that interac
tion with natural forms is essential "since each viewer 'com
pletes' the art work in his or her own way, I prefer universal and
organic forms to communicate my ideas."3 Though not a leader
in the international art scene Shaffer's work does illustrate artis
tic thought of the early 20th century. Shaffer strove to create art
that could be appreciated by people from diverse backgrounds;
his sculptures evoke common images and human sensibility.
-Stephanie Haney'OS

O.V. Shaffer, b. 1928 (American)
Encounter, 1962
Steel
WMA 62.1

"My work does not concern itself with unusual
materials or technique. The purpose is simply to
express a feeling, make a comment, ask a ques
tion-to make a statement ... " 1
0.V. Shaffer has a long association with Beloit College, first as
an art student in the late forties, then as the first full-time
director of the Wright Museum of Art. However, Shaffer is not
just a part of Beloit College's history; his artwork is found
throughout the Beloit community and the surrounding
Midwest.
As a sculptor, Shaffer enjoyed the physical manipulation of
material, "there has always been something about building and
working with space ..."2 It is as though Shaffer is simply guiding
the form out of the raw metal, the shape was there all along.
This idea presents itself in the finished surface of his sculpture
as well; the texture of the metal complements the form and over
all emotion.

1 O.V. Shaffer, from an Albrect Gallery of Art exhibition catalog, (St. Joseph,
MI: The Albrect Gallery of Art, 3 May to 7 June 1970).
2 O.V. Shaffer, A Dual Retrospective Exhibition (Beloit, Wl: Wright Museum
of Art, Beloit College, 1989).
3 Ibid.
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O.V. Shaffer, b. 1928 (American)
Encounter, 1962
Steel
WMA 62.1
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Harry Bertoia, 1915-1978 (American)
Screen, 1956
Copper, Brass, Chrome
WMA57.17

....

Charles Quest, 1904-1993 (American)
Still Life with Sewing Machine, 1950
Woodcut
WMA 10.913
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Fernand Leger, 1881-1955 (French)
Composition, 1948
Lithograph
WMA 53.10
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L. Lassen, b. 1948
(American)
Shattered Mirror
Woodcut
WMA 10.909
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William F. Rose, b. 1909 (American)
Chickens, 1946
Lithograph

WMA 47.21
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